Article __________________
1. No cursing or profanity on the repeaters or
TARC/BRARS equipment will be tolerated.
2. Allow a party or parties to break into a normal QSO
with the customary "break" request. Party or parties
requesting the break into the normal QSO conversation
should limit the interruption to an immediate need
only allowing the normal QSO to continue as soon as
possible.
3. Conversations will not be allowed that are by nature,
prejudicial, derogatory or defamatory toward others
and those whom may be listening. Specifically, to
berate, denounce with hateful intent, or use pejorative
language, directed at any social group and or
person(s), for their political, religious, or personal
beliefs, is not permitted on TARC/BRARS repeaters or
via any club station/equipment.
4. FCC part 97 under CFR 47 rules shall apply in their
entirety to the use of TARC/BRARS repeaters and
stations. All part 97 legal benefits are enjoyed by the
users and listeners to our repeater system. Violations
of any of these rules shall also be grounds for sanctions
up to and including banishment and/or expulsion from
the organization.
Enforcement of Code of Conduct
FCC part 97 rules shall apply in their entirety to the use
of TARC/BRARS repeaters and stations. All part 97 legal
benefits are enjoyed by the users and listeners to our
repeater system. If any repeater/equipment user is
heard violating this code of conduct, be it club member

or public user, an on-air warning and request to
immediately desist may be issued as appropriate. Any
operator may give this warning, however, this matter
should be reported to the Radio Officer of the
organization.
If this action is willfully persistent and the continuing
violations by any club member are believed to hold
merit, an inquiry shall be held by the Board of
TARC/BRARS as initiated by the Radio Officer, the
member will be formally notified by US MAIL, First Class
Postage paid mail informing them of the continued
infraction. Notification shall include a copy of this
document. The aggrieved party may request a hearing
by certified mail within 30 days of receiving the letter.
This notice shall serve as a formal warning, if the user
is heard on further separate instances willfully
violating the Code of Conduct, such instances will
result in being sanctioned by certified mail to prevent
use of any and all TARC repeaters and equipment and
may be expulsed from the organization as per Article
_______. The aggrieved party may request a hearing by
certified mail within 30 days of receiving the letter sent
to the address so noted.
Any non-member user of the Repeater(s) not being a
member of the organization, then he or she may
belonging to the club may be enjoined by a cease and
desist letter without any notice banning said user from
using the repeater as per CFR Title 47 Part 97:205(e).

